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Brand Name: Sierra Designs Model Name: Grotto 20L Cooler Pack 

Model Number: 20433523 Retail: $149.95   

 

20L insulated backpack cooler that holds up to 28 cans without ice. Durable enough for 

adventure with 840D and 600D TPU coated material. Watertight soft cooler with roll-top 

closure and wide-open brim to provide easy access while keeping water out. Attached feet 
to improve stability and increase the longevity of your cooler. Switch it up with backpack-

style or duffle style carry straps for easy transport. Zippered stash pocket for storing 
smaller items. Detachable can opener 

 Brand Name:  Sierra Designs Model Name: Grotto 30L Cooler Tote 

Model Number: 20433623 Retail: $174.95   

 

30L Insulated backpack cooler holds up to 45 cans without ice. Made of 840D and 600D 

TPU coated material for increased durability. Watertight soft cooler with roll-top closure 
and wide-open brim. Attached feet to improve stability and increase longevity. Padded 

sling shoulder strap or duffle style carry straps for easy transport. Zippered stash pocket 

for smaller items. Detachable can opener. 

Brand Name: Sierra Designs Model Name: Grotto 15L Cooler Sling 

Model Number: 20433723 Retail: $69.95   

 

15L Insulated backpack cooler that holds up to 20 cans without ice. Cooler durable enough 
for adventure with 420D Nylon TPU coated material. Watertight soft cooler with roll-top 

closure and wide-open brim that keeps everything cool while keeping water out. Padded 

sling shoulder strap for easy transport. Zippered stash pocket for smaller items. 

Brand Name: Sierra Designs Model Name: Tabernash 4 Tent 

Model Number: 40157721 Retail: $149.95   

 

Tent features 63 sq ft of interior space and a peak height of 59". Swift Clip attachment 

system and efficient 2-pole design work in tandem for quick setup, and the spacious dome 
design maximizes lounge space with tons of storage like interior mesh pockets, an e-port 

and a gear loft. Go fly-less on clear nights for heaps of ventilation and stargazing views 
with the tent's full mesh body, but sleep soundly knowing that the 1200MM waterproof fly, 

high wind guy lines and large, durable water repellent (DWR) coated vestibule will keep 

you and your gear dry. 
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Brand Name: Sierra Designs Model Name: Granby Insulated Sleeping Pad 
Model Number: 70430220R Retail: $89.95   

 

This pad is 3" thick for ultimate comfort. It features synthetic insulation for increased 
warmth and an easy one-way valve for hassle-free inflation. Pairs well with 20°F bags. 

Burrito bag for efficient packing. 

 Brand Name:  Sierra Designs Model Name: Shadow Mountain Sleeping Pad 
Model Number: 70430320R Retail: $69.95   

 

When it comes to camping, your best sleep system starts from the ground up. 3" thick , 
lightweight and compact, the Shadow Mountain Air Pad is designed to keep you off the 

ground, with an efficient baffle pattern that helps distribute your weight evenly and 
stabilizes your body and back with the foundation it needs for a great night's sleep. A one-

way valve prevents air loss when inflating, and the Burrito Bag storage makes it easy to 
stash and dash when it's time to pack and go. 

Brand Name: Sierra Designs Model Name: Dridown Pillow - Blue 
Model Number: 70597718BLU Retail: $39.95   

 

Versatile 2 in 1 design camp pillow or backpacking pillow. Removable synthetic inner pillow 

lightens the load when backpacking. 650 FP PFC-Free Dridown high-performance, water-
resistant down. PFC-Free DWR on shell fabric high performance water-resistant fabric. 

Stuff sack included. 

Brand Name: Sierra Designs Model Name: Animas Pillow - Blue Jewel 

Model Number: 70599318BJE Retail: $24.95   

 

The Animas Air Pillow is Sierra Designs' lightest weight, most comfortable pillow for any 

need. It's small enough for easy use, but large enough for comfort. Lightweight stretch top 

and bottom fabric with a brushed finish for comfort makes it perfect for camping, 
backpacking, and travel! 
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Brand Name: Sierra Designs Model Name: Cloud 800F 20 Degree Regular 
Model Number: 70607318R Retail: $319.95   

 

Hailed by Outside Magazine as one of the “best sleeping bags for backpacking." An 

oversized, zipperless sleeping bag that provides unrestricted freedom for any sleeping 
position. A natural choice for 3-season adventures in the backcountry, it's stuffed with 

ultra-compact, responsibly sourced 800-fill DriDown and coated with PFC-free water 
repellent. With the adjustable self-sealing foot vent, insulated shoulder pockets and a 

sleeping pad sleeve, hot sleepers and side sleepers alike can sleep comfortably. 

 Brand Name:  Sierra Designs Model Name: Night Cap 20 Degree Long Sleeping Bag - Moroccan 
Blue 

Model Number: 77610821L Retail: $199.95   

 

This bag is made with 100% recycled synthetic insualation from waterbottles and wrapped 

in a recycled, post-industrial fabric shell. It features a patented zipperless design and an 
oversized integrated comforter. The insulated shoulder pockets keep comforter wrapped 

around you and seals out drafts. Its patented self-sealing foot vent provides fast and easy 
ventilation. It has an integrated sleeping pad sleeve that keeps pad under you for comfort 

and warmth and a hood cinch to keep in heat. Stuff sack included. 

Brand Name: Sierra Designs Model Name: Twin Lakes Duo 20 Degree Sleeping Bag 

Model Number: 77620922 Retail: $149.95   

 

This bag has a recycled polyester shell and polyester pongee liner that adds extra comfort. 

The SierraLoft Synthetic Insulation is designed to capture warm air and keep it close to 
your body. The dual-sliding zipper allows you to open the bag in a variety of ways for 

increased ventilation and the hood cinch locks in heat. Two internal stash pockets provide 
convenient storage. The anti-snag zipper tracks for easy use with a draft tube along the 

zipper to prevent warmth from escaping. Easy roll-up straps attached to bottom of bag for 

compact storage. 

Brand Name: Sierra Designs Model Name: Nitro Quilt 800F 20 Degree Regular 
Model Number: 80710519R Retail: $279.95   

 

This bag only weighs 1 lb 11 oz and is one part blanket, one part sleeping bag, all parts 

cozy. 800 Fill Power Fluro-carbon free DiDown & 15d nylon ripstop fabrics for an ultralight 
quilt. The full-length, insulated hand/arm pockets help to seat out drafts and seal in 

warmth. Hide-away hood provides insulation for your head. 
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Brand Name: Sierra Designs Model Name: Gigawatt 60L Backpack 
Model Number: 80711022 Retail: $199.95   

 

Pack is constructed to withstand rough conditions with a durable 300-denier polyester 

ripstop exterior and an advanced perimeter frame for superior stability. The adjustable 
suspension fits torsos size 16-19" for a custom, more comfortable fit. The overzised 

external stretch mesh pockets let you store gear quick and easy. It features a stash pocket 
lid with internal organizer; two zippered hip belt pockets; compression straps to stabilize 

your load; and a side access zipper for easy pack access when you're on the go. 

 Brand Name:  Sierra Designs Model Name: Flex Lumbar 3L - 6L Peat 
Model Number: 80711520PT Retail: $69.95   

 

This pack takes weight of your back and onto your backside. It is constructed to withstand 
rough conditions with a durable 100-denier nylon/polyester exterior. Adjust the volume 

using the dual compression straps and a patent-pending vertically expanding flex gusset 
system to expand or compress to accommodate any load, creating a more comfortable and 

stable carry. It has two stretch water bottle pockets with elastic keeper and hip belt 
stabilizier straps and plush padding make for a more comfortable carry on the trail. 

Brand Name: Sierra Designs Model Name: Flex Lumbar 7L - 10L Peat 
Model Number: 80711620PT Retail: $89.95   

 

This pack takes weight of your back and onto your backside. It is constructed to withstand 
rough conditions with a durable 100-denier nylon/polyester exterior. Adjust the volume 

using the dual compression straps and a patent-pending vertically expanding flex gusset 
system to expand or compress to accommodate any load, creating a more comfortable and 

stable carry. It has two stretch water bottle pockets with elastic keeper and hip belt 

stabilizier straps and plush padding make for a more comfortable carry on the trail. 

Brand Name: Sierra Designs Model Name: Sonora Pass Daypack - Blue 

Model Number: 80713621-BLU Retail: $69.95   

 

Store all your gear here! Constructed to withstand tough conditions with a durable 600-
denier polyester ripstop exterior. The padded shoulder straps and back panel provide a 

comfortable carry on the trail or around town. The laptop sleeve stows most 15" laptops 
and doubles to fit a hydration reservoir with pass through. Its soft-lined top pockets keep 

sunglasses or phones protected and the 360-degree reflective features increase visibility 

even in low light conditions. The dual front zippered pockets and inernal organizer store 
essentials securely. 
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Brand Name: Sierra Designs Model Name: Sonora Pass Daypack - Green 
Model Number: 80713621-GG Retail: $69.95   

 

Store all your gear here! Constructed to withstand tough conditions with a durable 600-
denier polyester ripstop exterior. The padded shoulder straps and back panel provide a 

comfortable carry on the trail or around town. The laptop sleeve stows most 15" laptops 
and doubles to fit a hydration reservoir with pass through. Its soft-lined top pockets keep 

sunglasses or phones protected and the 360-degree reflective features increase visibility 

even in low light conditions. The dual front zippered pockets and inernal organizer store 
essentials securely. 

 Brand Name:  Sierra Designs Model Name: High Side 1 Tent and Footprint 
Model Number: PSD16704 Retail: $324.90   

 

Named one of the best small tents by Outside and Backpacker magazines. Pole geometry 
creates a “high side" over the door that maximizes a livable space and minimizes weight. 

Low profile design and compact storage size take up minimal space in your pack. Burrito 
bag for easy packing. 2 Vestibule zippers allow you to create an awning, improving 

ventilation and providing covered storage. 12" pole sections can pack easier into panniers 
and are perfect for bikepacking. 

Brand Name: Sierra Designs Model Name: Meteor 2 Pack 'N Go Tent and Footprint 
Model Number: PSD16950 Retail: $299.90   

 

Zip open the 2 vestibules and 2 doors, and to a spacious interior with steep wall angles 
thanks to a ridge pole design that increases volume at the head, peak and foot of the tent. 

It features a bathtub-style floor and waterproof, PFC-free rain fly. Store it in the included 
Burrito Bag. Footprint is a perfectly sized tarp that provides a durable layer of protection 

for your tent floor - measures 81"x48". Includes the High 1 Footprint made of 68D and 

measures 84" x 24". Reduces wear and tear on the tent floor. 

 


